
2021 Anderson Speedway Sprint Car Rules 

 

TYPE OF CARS: Only normal traditional sprint car bodies will be permitted. Supermodified or Roadster 

type bodies are not permitted. No rear-engine sprinters or wings. NO OFFSET CHASSIS ALLOWED. The 

nose assembly shall not be wider than the parallel lines of the body and may not exceed the width of the 

frame. Right-Side cockpit panels must be a maximum of thirty-six (36) inches high at the center of the 

opening as measured from the top of the bottom main frame tube at the engine plate. The opening 

must be parallel with the top frame tube until it reaches the seat back. Sun visors are limited to nine 

inches from the top to bottom. All cars shall be rear wheel drive only. The rear axle offset shall be 

determined by measuring from the farthest portion of the wheel to the centerline of the rear axle 

centerline assembly. The maximum distance allowed is forty-three inches.  The total overall width is 

seventy-eight inches, front and rear.  All cars must be equipped with roll cages. Cars must have full belly 

pan. Additionally, all cars must utilize a BLANKET underneath the belly pan. FUEL CELL WITH BLADDER IS 

MANDATORY. Fuel tanks may not protrude from the body of the car nor shall it cause lines of car to be 

altered out of shape or exposed outside the body and must be located in a standard, safe location. All 

cars must weigh a minimum of 1,450 lbs with driver prior to, during and after qualifying/race. No 

starters, clutches, or airjacks are permitted on cars at any time. Methanol ONLY. Gasoline is prohibited. 

SAFETY: Each crew will be required to have at least one 20 lb. dry chemical fire extinguisher in their 

assigned pit. Seat belts are required to meet SFI 16.1, SFI 16.5, or SFI 16.6 standards, and must contain 

valid dates on manufacture production label. Helmets must conform to Snell Foundation standards of 

SA2010 SPEC Helmet or newer (Must be SA2015 or SA 2020 in 2022) and have confirmation sticker 

visible for inspection. Containment seats with head and shoulder support are required. No fluids, 

besides water or fuel, may be added to a car during the event without consent of a race official. All cars 

are subject to safety approval by race officials. 

   


